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With the rise of social science research and the professionalization of education during the late nineteenth century, educational research and practice have been tightly entwined (Bender, 1993; Labaree, 2007). Since that time, researchers studying education—especially K-12 education—have investigated a series of related questions: What should students learn, and why those things? Through what methods? To what extent are students learning what they should? How can learning be improved? A consistent definition of research has informed work undertaken to investigate these questions: It is a systematic gathering and analysis of information. In academic contexts, research is considered a discipline-defining activity; definitions of research are informed by specific fields of study. Members of academic disciplines determine appropriate questions to explore, employ appropriate methods for addressing those questions and interpreting results, and identify means for disseminating the information (Smart, Feldman & Ethington, 2000, pp. 6-7). Moreover, in academic disciplines, research is traditionally understood to be context and content neutral. But this positioning elides the reality that the act of research—the construction of research methods, the shaping of research results—is influenced by social and political factors that extend from the individual (what a person is inclined to see or not see) to the social and contextual (such as what research is funded, what type is valued, and what role it plays in policy decisions) (e.g., West 1989).

Educational research is particularly controversial because education is a complex, highly contested, politicized activity. This reality is evident in contemporary education in the United States. Increasingly, this research comes in the form of multiple assessments—of students’ learning in particular subject areas; of teacher performance; of schools’ achievement of particular goals. As Barbara Walvoord (2004) notes, assessment is “action research” intended to “inform local practice” (pp. 2-3) a “systematic collection of information about student learning” (pp. 2-3). At the K-12 and,
increasingly, the postsecondary level, a number of stakeholders and interested others—testing companies, policy think tanks, classroom teachers, university researchers—are engaged in this kind of research, which is often linked to the day-to-day work of teaching: classroom activities, curricula, school structure and design. Student performances on tests or assessments are frequently used as the primary means to determine the success of change or the new programs aimed at creating change. The results of assessment research, then, have become a significant component of educational research and reform. In this chapter, we examine several studies in which what is included in and excluded from research has, or has the potential to have, considerable consequences for the students and teachers whose learning experiences will be affected by the activities being investigated. We also consider these efforts within the broader context of educational policy and the push for evidence of success.

### Why Now?

While discussions about literacy crises are ubiquitous throughout the history of literacy in the United States (Graff, 1987, p. 16), they seem particularly consequential in the early twenty-first century because they are intertwined with considerable economic and political turmoil. Educational historian Diane Ravitch (2010) points to the 2001 passage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), which provides funding for US public schools, as a primary culprit. Under this policy, schools are required to demonstrate proof of annual yearly progress (AYP); ultimately, this demonstration is linked to the school’s continued eligibility for particular kinds of federal funding. It is the responsibility of individual states to create (or adopt) measures and methods by which students demonstrate AYP. But the passage of NCLB has coincided with a dramatic reduction in federal and state funding for education; as a result, states have moved toward developing standardized assessments. These tests are administered to students yearly; students’ “progress” is marked by the improvement of scores year to year. While individual students are expected to improve, so are schools’ overall scores. The problems with these kinds of assessments are multiple (see, for example, Bracey 2006; Kohn 2000; Ravitch 2010); yet, because of the high stakes associated with them, they have come to drive instructional practices in many K-12 schools. In keeping with the traditional academic view of research as content and context neutral, proponents assumed that the assessment regime mandated by NCLB would produce context and content neutral results.

### Defining the "Gold Standard": The National Reading Panel and the Privileging of Certain Kinds of Research

Some of the tangled roots of NCLB extend from the National Reading Panel (NRP), whose work in the late 1990s revealed just how significant the impact of research definitions could be. Convened by the US Department of Education in 1997, the Panel was charged with “assess[ing] the status of research based knowledge about reading acquisition in young children” (NRP, 2000). In reviewing and evaluating the research to determine the most effective methods for teaching reading, the NRP only considered research that met their “gold standard”—that is, research using experimental or quasi-experimental designs. This decision “completely eliminated correlational and other observational research, two other branches of scientific study long accepted by the educational research community as valid and productive” (Yatvin, Weaver, & Garan, 1998, n.p.). The NRP definition of “gold standard” research had direct effects on education policy, which in turn affected classroom practice. It was used for the Reading Excellence Act of 1998 and the Reading First Initiative, both of which explicitly connected the results of research with teaching by providing funding for schools to implement curriculum
shown to be effective by experimental and quasi-experimental research, but did not fund curriculum that had been proven effective through other research methods. Elements of the definition also found their way into NCLB. The definition of “gold standard” work extending from the NRP study continues to be used (almost exclusively) by the US Department of Education. The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) and the Investing in Innovation (i3) fund, both programs sponsored by the Department of Education under the auspices of the Institute of Educational Sciences that provide funding for educational innovation, privilege experimental and quasi-experimental studies for determining program effectiveness (Investing in Innovation, 2010). These criteria are also used to assess research included in the WWC, a “central and trusted source of scientific evidence for what works in education” (United States Department of Education Institute of Education Science What Works Clearinghouse, 2010).

According to the WWC evidence standards, “only well-designed and well-implemented randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered strong evidence, while quasi-experimental designs (QEDs) with equating may only meet standards with reservations; evidence standards for regression discontinuity and single-case designs are under development” (United States Department of Education Institute of Education Science, 2008, n.p.). Thus, researchers looking for evidence of effective practice will find only “gold standard” studies in this Education Department site.

The ubiquity of experimental and quasi-experimental research in US Department of Education policy and practice might suggest that it has gone unchallenged since the late 1990s. But in fact, as soon as the NRP findings were published in 1998, the educational research community began to provide alternative definitions of “the best” and “appropriate” research that would enable inclusion of a greater range of research methodologies and evidence and thus allow for a wider range of educational practices extending from research conducted within those definitions. The National Research Council Committee on Scientific Principles for Education Research published a monograph suggesting that scientific research must pose significant questions that can be investigated empirically, link research to relevant theory, use methods that permit direct investigation of the question, provide a coherent and explicit chain of reasoning, replicate and generalize across studies, and disclose research to encourage professional scrutiny and critique (Shavelson & Towne, 2002, p. vii). The committee also supported the use of multiple types of research methods (Shavelson & Towne, 2002, p. 25). Other professional organizations also argued for multiple methods in response to the narrowly defined “gold standard” that made its way from the NRP to Reading First, and from NCLB to K-12 classrooms across the country. The American Evaluation Association noted that “[a]ctual practice and many published examples demonstrate that alternative and mixed methods are rigorous and scientific” (AEA, 2003). The American Educational Research Association also actively supported a more inclusive definition of scientifically-based research: “the term ‘principles of scientific research’ means the use of rigorous, systematic, and objective methodologies to obtain reliable and valid knowledge” (AERA, 2008).

Additionally, researchers examined the problems extending from narrow definitions of what research is appropriate that arise when research is used as the basis for policy decisions that, in turn, affect classroom teaching. The use of research to make such decisions is exceedingly complicated. Luke, Green and Kelly (2010) argue that teachers, students and schools do not function in neutral, universal, generalizable contexts (p. xiii). Furthermore, they contend that educational research cannot be transposed into policy that then becomes unexamined practice; instead, teachers must adapt policy research and policy so that they are appropriate for their specific classroom contexts.
Together, these researchers point to the issues associated with treating experimental and quasi-experimental research as the “gold standard.” Limiting research to only experimental and quasi-experimental methods narrows the amount and kind of data that is collected, which in turn narrows the possibilities for interpreting those data and creating a variety of teaching practices appropriate for different classrooms and learners. Far from functioning as a neutral definition of what research is appropriate, this standard has marginalized researchers and narrowed research-based perspectives. Additionally, it has extended beyond the boundaries of classroom or institutional study to profoundly affect educational policy in the United States. In other words, “gold standard” research may not provide the kind of data that would lead to information needed to make effective decisions about teaching and learning in real contexts.

Broadening Perspectives Through Research

While the “gold standard” holds sway at the federal level, many educators and researchers have attempted to assert that rigorous evaluation of an educational program requires more than test scores or other metrics related to experimental and quasi-experimental research (e.g., Davies, 2009; Luke, Green & Kelly, 2010; Wiseman, 2010). Additionally, researchers have gone on to make the case that including teachers and others who are involved in teaching and learning (such as administrators, students, and or parents) as partners in assessment research contributes to the development of robust tools and capacities to enhance students’ learning.

Two recent national efforts involving writing scholars and teachers illustrate how much can be accomplished through alternative conceptualizations of research that enable the application of different questions and methods and allow for engagement by a broader range of participants. One is a multi-state, multi-year research project focused on K-12 writing instruction orchestrated by the National Writing Project; the other is a multi-state research project focused on first-year composition supported by the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education. To illustrate the potential of research conducted beyond the rigid confines of standardized measures and randomized control groups, we examine five elements of these efforts: the purpose of research; how research is defined; who was involved in the development of the research; what role was played by instructors as part of the research; and what kind of evaluation instrument emerged from or was linked to the effort.

The National Writing Project: Research and Engagement

The National Writing Project (NWP) is a network of professional development sites anchored at colleges and universities that serve teachers across disciplines and grade levels. The core principles at the foundation of NWP’s national program model stress the centrality of writing for students, and the expertise and agency of teachers to act as researchers and “agents of reform” for writing education. Through its local sites, NWP teacher consultants provide professional development, create resources, conduct research, and act on knowledge to improve the teaching of writing and student learning. As part of its work to improve the teaching of writing, NWP has conducted research projects at local sites to “examine professional development, teacher practices, and student writing achievement” (NWP, 2010, p. 1). The broad purpose of the research has been to learn about the effectiveness of particular approaches to writing instruction in specific settings.

While these studies purposefully used experimental or quasi-experimental designs, the methods employed in each study depended on the local participants. However, all collected samples of student writing and employed pre- and post- measures to compare the performance of students whose teachers had participated in NWP
programs to that of students whose teachers had not. The samples of student writing were independently scored at a national scoring conference using the Analytic Writing Continuum (NWP, 2006, 2008), an instrument developed and tested over a period of years by a group of writing assessment specialists and teachers of writing affiliated with the NWP.

All told, the sixteen research projects included in the studies ranged across seven states with an average contribution of 42 hours per teacher. One hundred forty-one schools, 409 teachers, and 5,208 students from large and small schools, urban and rural, with learners from diverse language backgrounds were involved (NWP, 2010, p. 4).

The local teachers and researchers who participated were not objective, neutral outsiders, but well-informed participants who understood the contexts for writing. However, this insider view was balanced by the national component of the research that brought participants from various sites together with writing assessment experts to score writing samples collected through the local research studies with a standardized rubric. The research design thus brought a number of voices involved and invested in education into the projects. One study in California, for instance, examined a program designed to improve students’ academic writing that included sustained partnerships with teams of teachers from low-performing schools in both urban and rural areas. Another examined the impact of a program focused on the teaching of writing in grades 3 through 8 on teachers’ classroom practice and on students’ performance and attitudes. A study in Mississippi examined the impact of Writing Project partnerships on the achievement of ninth-graders in two high schools with predominately African American populations.

One important difference between these studies and others that have employed experimental or quasi-experimental methods was the ability, as part of the overall study design itself, to consider relationships between context and achievement. Another difference concerned the individuals and groups involved in the projects and the collaborative nature of the project itself. Instead of research conducted by disinterested outsiders—neutral researchers—these studies were developed and carried out by teachers and a range of others interested in the results of the studies and knowledgeable about the classrooms and the contexts: parents, other teachers, students, and school administrators. Teachers at the scoring conference were positioned as co-researchers in a form of action research, an approach where teachers and researchers work together and data are used for continuous, extended program improvement (Gilmore, Krantz & Ramirez, 1986; O’Brien, 2001). Findings from a study of the scoring conference showed that participant/scorers gained skills and knowledge about writing, and writing assessment, instruction, and development, and they took what they learned into their professional roles (Swain et al., 2010).

The collaborative, participatory nature of this research also led to assessment instruments that were employed across a variety of local sites to assess writing. Because the instrument had been developed by and with teachers, cultivating additional “buy-in,” use of the instrument to develop yet more data that could be used to improve education, was not difficult. Shared use led to the development of shared language for the evaluation of writing among the participants in the studies. Equally important, it enabled assessment that was locally contextualized yet linked to common standards of performance shared across multiple sites. The results of the research, including the assessments of student writing and investigations of the effects on teachers of participating in the scoring sessions, indicated that both teaching and learning improved through local research initiatives and the scoring sessions (NWP, 2010; Swain et al., 2010).
NWP’s work provides an example of experimental and quasi-experimental research that was sensitive to local context and included contributions from interested parties. The work was “based upon the premise that writing assessment and writing instruction exert an influence on one another” and that they are “situated within the larger contextual dynamic of district, school, classroom, and other professional policies and practices” (Swain et al., 2010, p. 5). Researchers associated with NWP claimed that “teachers thinking together with writing assessment experts helped to create a technically sound and rigorous assessment, one that is useful in the classroom as well as in research” (Swain & LeMahieu, in press, p. 22). An important assumption guiding this research and assessment project was that teachers bring an important perspective about what is happening in their classrooms, schools and districts to both research and assessment. This approach, then, honored the local contexts while also meeting national standards.

**Postsecondary Inter-Institutional Writing Assessment**

While the NWP’s work has largely focused on education prior to postsecondary study, American colleges and universities are beginning to face some of the same pressures for “accountability” that have led to the test-driven processes associated with No Child Left Behind (NCLB). This is a relatively new phenomenon, however, because the structures through which postsecondary education has developed in the United States vary from those surrounding K-12 education. The federal government has overseen K-12 education through a department (or part of a department) dedicated to education since the early twentieth century. Historically, there has been variation in the curriculum among schools, and local and state governments have had substantial influence. Addressing inequities perpetuated by some of this variation, in fact, is one of the motivations for legislative action such as NCLB.

An important difference between K-12 and postsecondary education in the US is that colleges and universities have intentionally differentiated themselves from one another, based on their missions. Particularly following the end of World War II, the United States has endorsed access to higher education for all citizens. As a result, a variety of different kinds of institutions have developed (two-year colleges focusing on vocational training and/or preparing students to transfer to four-year institutions; four year institutions of various types such as liberal arts colleges and technical institutes as well as comprehensive and research universities), each driven by its own individual mission (Bastedo & Gumport, 2003, p. 341). A second important difference is that as the American academy developed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, its professoriate relied heavily on peer review for everything from vetting research to determining standards. Thus, accreditation for postsecondary institutions, whose missions are specific to the institution, comes from private organizations (grounded in peer review), not the government.

Although the accreditation system has required postsecondary institutions to undergo program reviews and evaluations, until recently neither policymakers nor the public had questioned the autonomy or results of this system. However, in the last 10-15 years, calls for postsecondary educators to be “accountable” to public audiences and provide comparable data about their institutions have become ever-louder. As a result of the increasing emphasis on student achievement (and in an attempt to ward off the kind of top down, legislated assessments associated with K-12), the higher education community has intensified efforts to document student. But because US colleges and universities tend to be independent, mission driven institutions, serving different populations in different ways, most assessment programs operate at the level of the institution with little history of...
networking or collaboration among institutions (with some notable exceptions linked to basic competency testing at the state level, such as programs legislated in Georgia, Florida and Texas). Thus, recent interest in accountability that draws in part on comparability across institutions, and sometimes missions, means that building networks and partnerships such as the NWP are in the nascent stages.²

The largest of these cross-institutional postsecondary assessment efforts is the Voluntary System of Accountability, a collaboration of two postsecondary organizations that has been adopted by "over 520 public institutions that enroll 7.5 million students and award 70 percent of bachelor’s degrees in [the] US each year" (VSA).³ While the VSA does not explicitly mention "gold standard" research, it draws on similar conceptualizations of research as earlier projects mentioned here, and does not engage faculty in the process of assessment of learning that is presumed to be occurring in their classes and programs.

Through the VSA, institutions create "College Portraits," online pages that purport to present unbiased, neutral information about colleges and universities for comparison purposes (VSA College Portrait, 2008, n.p.). While writing is not the exclusive focus of assessment used for these portraits, institutions participating in the VSA are required to administer (yearly) one of three standardized exams that are “designed to measure student learning gains in critical thinking (including analytic reasoning) and written communication.” These tests are said to “measure these broad cognitive skills … at the institution level across all disciplines and are intended to be comparable across institution types” (VSA Background and Overview, 2008, n.p.). But this claim and the exams developed for it, like the claims underscoring the gold standard of experimental and quasi-experimental research extending from the NRP, reflect a particular perspective on the methods that should be used in research and assessment. Institutions participating in the VSA can choose from among three exams:

1. the Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency (CAAP), developed by ACT, creators of one of two standardized exams taken by most American students who want to attend college or university;
2. the ETS Proficiency Profile, developed by ETS, creators of the SAT, the other standardized exam taken by most college-bound American students, as well as other tests taken by students wishing to enter postsecondary or graduate study; or
3. the Collegiate Learning Assessment, a product of the Council for Aid to Education.

The CAAP includes multiple choice questions intended to measure writing skills (broken down into “usage and mechanics” and “rhetorical skills”) and a written portion that requires students to produce two, 20 minute responses to a prompt. The ETS Proficiency Profile includes multiple choice questions and an optional essay that is scored by eRater, a computer program that scores writing. The CLA asks students to produce written responses to case studies and has been scored with Pearson’s Intelligent Essay Scorer since fall 2010, with some responses scored by human raters (Council for Aid to Education, n.d., p. 5).

The problem with these exams, as writing researcher Patricia Lynne (2004) has noted, and Chris Gallagher (2010) has reinforced, is that they do not assess writing in context, done for genuine audiences and purposes—three principles of effective assessment that have been reiterated time and again (e.g., CCCC 2009; NCTE-WPA 2008). Additionally, institutions—not faculty members—choose to participate in the VSA. The extent to which faculty are involved in any aspect of this decision depends on the institution; increasingly, writing researchers and instructors share stories about their exclusion from such decisions. This large effort to conduct cross-institutional assessment at the postsecondary level, then, reflects many of the issues associated with...
experimental and quasi-experimental research. It is a top-down mandate that does not engage participants; relies on artifacts created outside of the day-to-day contexts for student learning; and does not bring instructors into decisions about development, implementation, or interpretation of results.

A second approach to recent demands to create cross-institutional postsecondary assessments is the Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education (VALUE) project from the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AACU). While the VSA relies on standardized assessment results to generate information purported to attest to the development of students’ abilities, institutions participating in the VALUE project use rubrics created by faculty from across different institutions and institutional types to assess portfolios of students’ work from actual courses. The VALUE project also rejects the premises underscoring the “gold standard” of experimental and quasi-experimental research, stating that “that there are no standardized tests for many of the essential outcomes of an undergraduate education.” Instead, it has “developed ways for students and institutions to collect convincing evidence of student learning” through the use of common rubrics (“Project Description”). The rubrics, according to the Project Outcomes, “reflect broadly shared criteria and performance levels for assessing student learning;” however, faculty are encouraged to “translate” the criteria “into the language of individual campuses.” As with the VSA, the VALUE project includes written communication as one of several competencies students should develop across the curriculum and throughout their education. However, it differs from the VSA in significant ways: it does not use standardized exams, it encourages institutions and their faculty to accommodate their individual contexts, it uses authentic class work, and it involves local faculty in the scoring. Yet, it still allows for crossinstitutional comparisons.

While both the VSA and VALUE projects include writing, they are not focused on writing exclusively or on writing programs. Writing assessments more narrowly focused on writing programs have remained, for the most part, concentrated on local issues and curriculum. A notable exception is an interinstitutional assessment effort developed by writing faculty members at six different institutions of higher education, each with its own mission and institutional identity. This partnership reflects a unique response to requests for data about student learning at the college level (Pagano, Bernhardt, Reynolds, Williams, & McCurrie, 2008). Like the NWP’s ongoing work, it is sensitive to concerns about assessment of student learning across institutions and within the context of public concerns; at the same time, it is driven by and dependent upon faculty’s engagement with student learning and their own teaching and subject matter expertise. The collaboration also arose out of discussions about accountability in higher education, taking into consideration the rapid adoption across institutions of the VSA and the standardized exams it specifies (Pagano et al., 2008). But rather than rely on assessment perspectives reflected in experimental or quasi-experimental research and standardized tests, here a group of postsecondary writing faculty came together to create an alternative assessment to speak to demands to “assess individual change and establish effectiveness relative to national norms” (Pagano et. al., 2008, p. 287). The researchers sought to create a process for “jointly assessing authentic, classroom-produced samples of student writing … [and] create a public argument for the multiplicity of forces that shape an individual’s writing and an institution’s writing program” (Pagano et al., 2008, p. 287). Both this process and the assessment that resulted, then, were developed by and with the educators who would be affected by the assessment and, in turn, any effects resulting from it.

To undertake the investigation, each participating institution appointed a representative with expertise in composition studies to the project team. Team members worked together to develop the study and the
mechanism used to evaluate data collected as a part of the research; at the same time, the “autonomy of individual programs” and “the goals of writing as taught within an institutional setting” were understood to be of primary importance (Pagano et al., 2008, pp. 290-291). This point highlights the productive tension between local missions and purposes and the desire for cross-institutional comparison and consistency. Ultimately, each institution in the study decided to collect writing that involved students’ “response to a text,” a frequent requirement of academic writing (e.g., Greene & Orr, 2007, p. 138; Thaiss & Zawacki, 2006). But while the parameters of the prompt were shared (“response to a text”), what “respond to a text” meant for the specific campus was shaped by individual programs in the context of their institution. Team members met, scored project, and revised the rubric used for scoring; as a result of repeated scoring meetings, the team also created a more thorough set of descriptors for each criterion and increased the rating scale from five points to six (Pagano et al., 2008, pp. 295; 315-317). In this research project, then, the teacher-researchers used their expertise as both writing instructors and researchers to develop the rubric and use it.

Ultimately, the inter-institutional study resulted in information that each of the participating programs used to contribute to the development of student learning and enhance the “value added” in their institutions—certainly, a desired outcome of any assessment. Because researchers were engaged in the process of creating the design and conducting the study, they also were able to raise important questions about their process, as well as their results. This degree of reflection on the very process used for the assessment is only occasionally included by researchers engaged in experimental and quasi-experimental work.5 Two elements of this inter-institutional study, then, provide important models for postsecondary writing research moving forward. First, like the NWP’s writing assessment research discussed above, it attempted to address national concerns about learning development across a broad range of institutional concepts, by using locally determined questions and the means for addressing those questions. Second, it turned a lens back on itself, continually examining not just the subject of its study (writing development among college students), but the methods used for that study. That is, it worked from the presumption that these methods are not neutral, not unbiased, and not distinct from the very process of investigation itself.

Like the NWP research, the inter-institutional assessment demonstrates the extent to which quality writing instruction must be responsive to the institution where the instruction is taking place, and the benefits of assessment grounded in the actual work of classroom instruction for student and faculty development. It also highlights the complexity in collaborating across postsecondary institutions that have very different missions, students, instructional personnel, and curricula. Balancing the commitment to the individual context with the desire for comparability is difficult as demonstrated by Pagano and his research partners and by the critiques of research into student learning that rely on standardized exams and is conducted only by outsiders.

**Lessons Learned**

Both the inter-institutional college writing assessment and the NWP assessment were developed and led by teachers to determine effectiveness of particular writing programs and practices. Both involved low-stakes writing assessments. Both relied on voluntary participation and collaboration across institutions and states. Both honored local conditions, expertise, and curricula; they were responsive as the situations demanded. Both produced research results that were useful for the specific teachers and writing programs involved as well as for determining effectiveness, including cross-institutional comparative information. Yet, neither conformed strictly to
the “gold standard” definition of research. In fact, participants in both initiatives identified engagement in the research projects—not just the results produced—as a key benefit. Thus, the projects included more than an assessment of student work. They encompassed professional and curricular development with teachers positioned as co-researchers and professionals with requisite knowledge and expertise, not as technicians delivering a program and curriculum.

These studies also illustrate challenges facing writing researchers who aim to develop evidenced-based research studies exploring program effectiveness. In this kind of research, tests should be just one piece of evidence used to determine program effectiveness, teacher quality or comparability. Unfortunately, in the current research and assessment climate, student test results are considered the primary—or only—evidence of success. Researchers need to use multiple methods, as professional disciplinary organizations and scholars advocate, if we are really concerned with promoting learning and teaching.

The two research projects we highlight here also demonstrate the complexity of developing evaluation systems that balance local context with the need for some degree of standardization. Because both the NWP and the inter-institutional projects relied on voluntary participation, translating the approach to a top-down, mandated evaluation system may be difficult. These projects also demonstrate the wealth of resources needed—especially in terms of teacher time—to carry out the projects. However, the needs of policymakers for cost effective assessment information must not outweigh the potential benefits to the educational system as a whole. Although the assessments and research studies described here may be time consuming and costly, they offer important benefits. Healthy educational systems create situations in which teachers profit from their experience with research and assessment development, and which promote the professionalization of teaching. Further, they accommodate diversity in the programs that teachers offer and in the ways that students, local districts and states can demonstrate accomplishment. The rubrics developed by NWP and the inter-institutional group enable diversity at the local level, but comparable standards across diverse sites.

As these projects also illustrate, discussions about what research counts, how research will be used, and how program effectiveness is determined are not academic, abstract, or carried out only in scholarly journals and conferences. Everyday, K-12 researchers, teachers, and students experience the repercussions extending from the privileging of experimental research as evidenced through the NRP and ensuing policies. As educational reform continues to be championed through federal programs such as Race to the Top and the “voluntary” Common Core State Standards Initiative that it endorses, policymakers could look to research like that conducted through the NWP, VALUE and inter-institutional assessments to learn more about how to use research and assessment in ways that position teachers as professionals who take responsibility for student learning and who care about what students are learning and to what degree. Approaching research and assessment in this way recognizes teachers’ expertise and promotes research and assessment as means of professional development. It values the knowledge and experience that teachers have, yet it still enforces research standards and allows comparability, providing information that helps educators and the public understand how students are performing. As US policymakers push to make the transition from K-12 and college education more seamless for students, encouraging research and assessment that goes beyond experimental and quasi-experimental methods will provide a richer and more complete understanding of both teaching and learning. Relying on a narrowly defined, top down approach will misrepresent not only what students know and can do but also what it means to write and to teach writing.
Notes

1. NCLB was the name given to the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Authorization Act of 2001. The original Elementary and Secondary Authorization Act was passed in 1965 during the administration of President Lyndon B. Johnson. (http://www.aect.org/about/history/esea.htm)

2. A significant exception is the collaboration among prestigious Northeastern colleges during the early to mid-twentieth century that resulted in the College Board and the SAT (see Traschel, 1992; Lemann, 1999).

3. The Association of Public and Land Grant Universities and the American Association of State Colleges and Universities

4. In fact, the VALUE project and the VSA were created simultaneously as part of a grant shared by AAC&U and AASCU, and APLU to develop two different pilot frameworks for assessing student learning across institutions.

5. Education researchers have, of course, voiced multiple concerns about the methodologies associated with experimental and quasi-experimental work—however, these are published separately from the studies themselves (e.g., Lather, 2004; Altwerger, 2005.)
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